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Third objection

The derivation uses only a factual or inverted-
commas sense of the evaluative terms employed.
For example, an anthropologist observing the
behaviour and attitudes of the Anglo-Saxons
might well go through these derivations, bur
nothing evaluative would be included. Thus step
(2)is equivalent to 'He did what they call prom-
ising? and step (5) ro 'According to them he
ought to pay Smith five dollars.'But since all of
the steps (2) to (5) are in orotio obliqua, ernd,
hence disguised starements offact, the fact-value
distinction remains unaffected.

This objection fails to damage the derivation,
for what it says is only that the sreps cnn be
reconstrued as in nra.tio obliquo,,that we can con-
suue them as a series ofexternal statements, that
we can construct a parallel (or at any rate related)
proof about reported speech. But what I am ar-
guing is that, taken quite literallg without any
oratio obliqua additions or interpretations, the
derivation is valid. That one can construct a simi-
lar argument which would fail to refute the fact-
value distincrion does not show that this proof
fails to refute it. Indeed it is irrelevant.

Notes

Earlier versions of this paper wcre read before the
Stanford Philosophy Colloquium and the pacific Di-

ON NOT DERIVING 'OUGHT'  
FROM " IS '

vision of the American Philosophical fusociation. I am
indebted ro many people for helpful commenrs and
crit icisms, especial ly Hans Herzberger, Arnold
Kaufrnann, Benson Mates, A. I. Melden and Dagmar
Searle.
I In its modern.version. I shall not be concerned

with Hume's rreatment of the problem. t

2 If this enterprise succeeds, we shall have bridged
the gap between'evaluative' and,descriptive' and
consequendy have demonstrated a weakness in this
very terminology. At present, however, my strat-
egy is to play along with the terminology, pretend-
ing rhat the notions of evaluative and descriptive
are fairly clear. At the end of the paper I shdl state
in what respecrs I think rhey embody a muddle .

3 In addition rhe concept of a promise is a member
of a class of concepts which suffer from looseness
of a peculiar kind, viz. defeasibility. Cf. H. L. A.
Hart, 'The fucription of Responsibility and Kghrs',
Lagic and Inngaage, firsr series, ed. A. Flew (Ox-
ford, l95l ).

4 The ceteris paribusclausein this step excludes some -
what different sorts of cases from those excluded
in the previous step. In general wc say, .He under-
took an obligation, but none the less he is not
(now) under an obligation when the obligation has
been remoped., e.g. if the promisee says, .I release
you from your obligation.' But we say, .He is un-
der an obligarion, but none the less ought not ro
fulfil it' in cases where the obligati on is operridden
by some other consideration, e.g. a prior obliga-
tion.

5 On Not Deriving ..Ought', from 66Is',

Antony Flew

The word nevertheless seems to have gone round
that the idea that there is a radical difference be-
tween ougbt and ti is old hat, something which

From Analyis,vol. 25 ( 1964), pp. 25-32. Reprinted with
pcrmission.

though still perhaps cherished by out-group back-
woodsmen has long since bcen seen through *d
discarded by all with-it mainstream philosophers.
For instance, in a penetrating article on .Do

il locutionary forces exisrl 'r Mr L. fonathan
Cohen offers some provocative asides: .the state-
ment-evaluation dichotomy whatever it may be,
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is as erroneous on my view as on Austin's'; and

'Indeed there i' " t*t for saying that Austin's

recommendation about the word c'good" is it-

;;if . ;;gover from the fact-value dichotomy''

&:G;es no hint as to where and how this

dichotomy was so decisively liquidated' But a 
'

;;;. p.i., bY Mr John R Searle '.on 
'How to

;;;;; 
ioogtt,; from 'is'' can perhaps be seen

as an a$empt to plug the gap' Searle's stated aim

i, ,o ,ho* that the Naruralistic Fallacy is not a

rifit.y, and he gives many signs of thinking of his
-r;;;""s 

in lustinian terms' My obiect is to

show that Searle is entircly unsuccessful' and to

suggest that anyone who hopes to succeed where

;;ilt failed will have to find other and more

powerful arguments'

2. The first point to remark about Searle's

arJcle is that he chooses to start from his own

characrcnzation of what the Naruralistic Fallacy

is supposdd to consist in; and that he neither

;;;; nor gives Precise references to any state-

iln* by the philosophers with whom he wishes

to disagree. His charactcrizadon runs:

It is often said that one cannot derive an 'bught'

from an 'is'' This thesis' which comes from a

famous Passage in Hume's Tieotise' while not

as clear as it might be, is at least clear in broad

outline: Oere f, a class of statements of fact

which is logically distinct from a class of state-

ments of value' No set of statements of fact by

themselves entails any statement of value' Put

in more contemPorary terminology' no set of

descriptive statements can entail an epnlaotive

,,r,.*.n, without the addition of at least one

evaluative premise' To believe otherwise is to

commit...tt ' .naturalisticfallacy'(italicshere
and alwaYs as in original)

I r tusconsideralongsidethisparagraphfrom
Searlesomesentenceswri t tenbyacontempo-
rary protagonist of the view which Searlc is sup-

;";.1to b. challenging' Thele quotations come

from K R Popper and - significandy - they come

from The OPtn SocietY (1945):

The breakdown of magic tribalism is closely con-

nected with the realization that taboos are dif-

ferent in various tribes, that they are imposed

and enforced by man, and that theV m11be bro-

ken without unpleasant repercussions if one can

onty.r..p. thesanctions imposed by onc's fel-

lo--m.n. . . . These experiences may lead to a

conscious differentiation beween the man-en-

fo..aa normative laws or convendons' and the

naturalregularitieswhicharebeyondhispower.
. . . i" splte of the fact that this position was

reached a long t ime ago by the Sophis t

lro,rgo.., . . . iiis stillso little understood that

it sccms necessary to explain it in some detail' ' '

. It is we who impose our standards upon na-

ture, and who inuoduce in this way morals into

th. nrtur.l rvorld, in spite of the fact that we are

o.r, of this world' ' ' ' lt is important for the
";.;;.;";ing 

of this attitude to realize that

decisions can never be derived from facts (or

,, . , .rn.n,roffacts),althoughtheypertainto
facts. The decision, for instance to oppose slav-

.rf ao.t not depend upon the fact that all men

,r. Uo.n free and tqui' and no man is born in

.t rln, . . . even if they were born inchains' many

of us might demand the re moval of these chains'

. . . The making of a decision' the adoption of a

standard, is a hct' But the norm which has been

tJ"pi.a, is not' That most people agree with

the norm 'Thou shalt not steal' is a sociological

fact. But the norm 
'Thou shalt not steal' is not a

fact; and it can never be inferred from sentences

describing facts' ' ' ' It is itn'possible tu deripe a

serr.tence ttatinl a' nnrm or a decision fron a sen-

tence aating n fact; this is only another way of

saying ttraiit is impossible to derive norms or

ilecisions from facts' (vol' I' pp' 50-3)

Popper's account' even ln this abbreviated form'

i, oi.o,rrre much fuller than that given by Searle;

and, partly for that reason, it says or suggests

-t-tirfti"is which are not comprised in Searle's

;;; paralrapt,. It presents the idea of the Naru-

ralistic Fallacy as involved in the clash of w6rld-

outlooks and personal commitmentsl and it is

gou.rn.a,hroughout by the notion that'we are

free to form our own moral opinions in a much

,*onga, sense than we are free to form our own

.piti6"t as to what the facts are''2 But the most

,.1.u*, and important difference is that Popper

at least suggests' what is ffue' that the funda-

mental discrimination in terms of which the

Naturalistic Fallacy is being characterized is not'

and does not haveio be thought to be' a clearcut

feature of all actual disc'

which You cannot fail t

already there and giver

what to look for' Ther

tion which has to be
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which may go against'

powerful inclinations'
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fbature of all actual discourse. Ir is not something
which you cannot fail to observe everywhere as
already there and given, if once you have learnt
what to look for. There is, rarher, a differentia-
tion which has to be made and insisted upon;
and the distinction is one the development of
which may go against the grain of set habits and
powerful inclinations. Our siruation in this case
is not at all like that represented in the second
chapter of the book of Genesis, where God
presents to Adam the beasts of the field and the
fowlof the air,leaving it to him merely to supply
names for each natural kind.

Searle's account of the opposing position seems
to suggest, what his later criticism appears to be
assuming, that its misguided spokesmen musr be
committed to the notion: that an is/ought di-
chotomy is some thing which the alert narural his-
torian of utterances could not fail to notice, as
somehow already given; and that no utterances .
can either combine, or be ambiguous as between,
these two sorts of claim. Yet when we rurn ro
Popper, and allow him to speak for himself, *.
find in his account nothing at all to suggesr any
commitment to the erroneous ideas: that all the
utterances which are actually made must already
be clearly and unambiguously either staremenrs
of fact or expressions of value; or that every ac-
tual utterance is either purely a statement of fact
or purely normative. What Popper emphasizes
is, rather, the epoch-marking importance of the
development of this sort of distinction, the great
need to insist upon it, and the difficulty of ap-
preciating fully what it does and what it does not
imply.

It is perhaps possible that Searle here, like so
many others elsewhere, has been misled by
Hume's irony; notwirhstanding that Searle him-
self disclaims concern with 'Hume's ffeatment
of the problem'. For Hume does indeed write as
if he was quite modesdy claiming only to have
noticed, and to have become seized by the vast
importance of, a distinction which, however un-
wittinglg everyone was always and systematicalty
making already:3

I cannot forbear adding to these reasonings an
observation, which may perhaps, be found of

O N  N O T  D E R I V I N G  ' O U G H T ' F R O M ' I S '

some importance. In every system of moraliry
which I have hitherto met with, I have always
remarked, that the author proceeds for some
time in the ordinary way of reasoning, and es-
tablishes the being of a God, or makes observa-
tions concerning human affairs; when of a
sudden I am surprised to find, that inste$ of
the usual copulations of propositions ls, and ri
not,I meetwith no proposition that is not con-
nected with an ought, or an ought not.

3. After this somewhat prouacted inuoduc-
tion, designed to refresh memories about what
is and is not involved in the position which Searle
is supposed to be attacking, we can now at last
turn to his arguments. He works with the exarn-
ple of promising: 'The proof unfolds the con-
nection beMeen the utterance of certain words
and the speech act ofpromising and then in turn
unfolds promising into obligation and moves
from obligation to "ought".'The idea is to start
with a purely descriptive premise such as '|ones

uttered the words "I hereby promise to pay you,
Smith, five dollars'', or that fones uttered the
corresponding phonetic sequence, and to pro-
ceed by a series of deductive moves to the purely
normative conclusion 'Jones ought to pay Smith
five dollars'. Considerable elaboration is neces-
sary, and is provided, in the attempt to deal with
the complications arising: because the utterance
of such words or sounds will not always rate as a
making of the promise ; and because the prima
facie obligation to keep a promise can be nulli-
fied or overridden.

It will, in the light of what has been said in
section 2, be sufficiendy obvious what sort of
moves the critic must make if he hopes to drive a
wedge into such a proposed proof. He has to
distinguish normative and descriptive elements
in the meaning of words like promise; and to in-
sist that, however willing we may be to accept
the package deal in this particular uncontenrious
case of promising, it is nevertheless still nor pos-
sible to deduce the normative from the descrip-
tive part of the combination. The best place to
insert thc wedge in Scarle's argument seems to
be where he maintains: 'one thing is clear; how-
ever loose the boundaries may be, and however
difficult it may be to decide marginal cases, rhe
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conditions undcr which a man who utters 'I

hereby promise' can correctly be said to have

niade a promise are straighdorwardly empiricd

conditions'. The wcakness becomes glaring ifwe

summon for comparison some obnoxious con-

tcntions of the sarne form. Terms such as niryer

or Jm-boy, a|ostotcor inftdcl, coloniolistor halah

no doubt carry at least when employed in cer-

tain circles, both normative and descriptive mean-

ings; and, presumably, the descriptive element

of that meaning can corecdy be said to aPply

whencver the appropriate'straightforwardly

cmpirical conditions' arc satisfied. But in these

parallel cases most of us, I imagine, would be

careful to use one of the sevcrd linguistic de-

vices for indicating that we do not commit our-

selves to the norms involved, or that we positively

repudiate them. Thus, to revert to Searle's ex-

ample, one could, without any logical impropri-

ety,  say of  thc man who had in sui table

circumstances uftered the words 'I hereby Prom-
ise . . ,'that hc had done what is cdled (by those

who accept the social institution of promising)

promising. The oddity of this non-committal

piece of pure description would lie simply in the

perversity of suggesting a policy of non-involve-

ment in an institution which is surely essential to

any tolerable human socid life.
4. It remains to ask either why these moves

do not impinge on Searle as considerable objec-

tions or how he thinl$ to dispose of them. We

have already in section 2 offered suggestions bear-

ing on these qucstions. But more light is !o be

found by considerin! in the sccond part of his

articlc his discussion of 'three possible obiections

to the derivation'.
(a) The first of thcse objections consists in

simply asserting that 'Since the first premise is

dcscriptive and the conclusion evaluative, thcre

must bc a conceded evaluetive premise in the

description of the conditions. . . .' To which

Searlc rcplies that as it stands this objection just

bcgs the question: it requires to be supplemented

with somc account of the precise location and

nature of the conceded evaluative premise. So

far, so unexccptionable. The crunch comcs when

he continues: 'I-Ittering cerain words in certain
conditions just rspromising and the description

ofthese conditions needs no evduative element''

For, as we have been urging in section 3' the

normative element enters: not with the neuual

description ofthe conditions in which those who

acccpt the social institution of promise-making

and promise-keepingwould say that someone had

made what.they cdl a promise; but at the mo-

ment when, by using the word promise without

reservation, we commit ourselves to that institu-

tion.
(b) The second objection considered runs:

'Ultimately the derivation rests on the principle

that one ought to keep one's promises and that

is a moral principle, hence cvduative.' To this

Searle responds that, whether or not this is a

moral principle,'it is dso tautological'. He then

proceeds to offer three suggestions to explain
'why so many philosophers have failed to see the

tautologicd character of this principle'. This is,

perhaps, to go rather too fast. For the sentence
'One ought to keep one's promises'is not in it-

self and unequivocally either tautological or not.

It could without too much strain be given either

tautological or substantial or even equivocal

employments. If the user is prepared to accept

that the absence of obligation is a sufficient rea-

son for withdrawing the word promise, then the

employment is clearly tautological. But if he is

to be taken to be referring to certain specific de-

scriptive conditions, and maintaining that'

granted those, certain specific things ought to

be done, then, surely, the employment is sub-

stantial. And if he is insisting that, granted these

specific descriptive conditions, then necessarily

those things ought to be done; then he would

seem to be equivocating betrveen a substantial

and a tautological employment.
The first of Searle's suggestions is that some

of his opponents have failed 'to distinguish ex-

ternal questions about the institution of prom-

ising from internal questions asked within the

framework of the institution'. No doubt some

have: though it would be slighdy surprising and

wholly deplorable to find that many philoso-

phers in an Humean uadition had neglected a

distinction of a kind for which one of the classi-

cal sources is to be found in the third appendix

of the second Inquiry. Even so this particular

charge rings very badll
For, as we were urging
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charge rings very badly in the present context.
For, as we were urging in section 3, the weak-
ness of Searle's attempted derivation lies pre -

cisely in the refusal to allow that the acceptance
of a social institution must come beween any
statement of the purely descriptive conditions
for safng that a promise was made, and the
drawrng <lfthe normadve conclusion that some-
thing ought to be done.

A more subde version of the same fault can be
seen in Searle's reply to a variant of his first pro-
posed objection, which would protest: 'all you
have shorvn is that "promise" is an evaluative,
not a descriptive, concept.' This variant, he
claims, 'in the end will prove disastrous to the
original distinction between descriptive and
evaluative. For that a man uttered certain words
and that these words have the meaning that they
do are surely objective facts. And if the statement
of these rwo objective facts plus a description of
the conditions of the utterance is sufficient to
entail the statement . . . which the objector al-
leges to be an evaluative statement . . . then an
evaluative conclusion is derived fronr descriptive
premises . . .'. But here again it is both necessary
and decisive to insist on distinguishing: between
a detached report on the meanings which some
social group gives to certain value words; and
the unreserved employment of those words by
an engaged pardcipant. For it is beween the
fbrmer and the latter that there comes exactly
that commitment to the incapsulated values
which alone warrants us to draw the normative
conclusions.

Searle's other rwo suggestions both refer to
peculiarities which make his chosen example es-
pecially tri.ky to handle: the second notices the
difliculties which arise because the prima facie
obligation to keep a promise made may some-
timcs properly be overridden by other claims: and
the third takes cognizancc of the fact that the
first person present tense 'I promise' is perfor-
mative . It is not perhaps altogether clear why fail-
ure to take the measure of this insight - for which
again a classical source can be found in Humea -

is supposed to encourage the idea that aOne

ought to keep one's promises' is not tautologi-
cal. What Searle savs is: 'If one thinks the utter-

ON NOT DERIVING "OUGHT' FROM "IS'

ance of "I promise' or "I hereby promise" is a
peculiar kind of description . . . then the relatiori
between promising and obligation is going to
seem very mysterious.' Certainly if one thinls
that, then there will be a mystery as tofvhy the
utterance of these words is construed, by any-
one who accepts the institution of promising, as
involving the incurring ofan obligation. But this
is no reason at all for saying that the same mis-
guided person must also by the same token find
somethingmysterious about the notion that, sup-
posing that someone has promised, it follows nec-
essarily that he is obliged.

This is a good occasion to say that where we
have spoken of a descriptive elemcnt in the mean-
ing of promise,we were , of course, intending to
include only uses other than the first person
present performative . Fortunately the complica-
tions connected with that usc can for present
purposes be largely ignored. For in Searle's can-
didate proof 'I promise'is mentioned, not used;
and so our criticism insists that the normative
premise is to be found at rhe point where the
performance is characteized, unreservedly, as a
promise .

(c) The third objection considered is that:
'The derivation uses only a facrual or inverted-
commas sense ofthe evaluative terms employed.'
'fhis discussion is the most interesting for us. It
is here that Searle comes nearest to recognizing,
and to tryrng to dcal with, the rather obvious
sort of criticism which we have been dcploylng.
In formulating this obfection Searle recognizes
the distinction: between the employment of a
term like promise in a detached anthropological
description of a social practice; and the use of
the same term) without reservation, by a com-
mitted participant. His reply is: 'This objection
fails to damage the derivation, for what it says is
only that the steps canbe reconstrued as in mntio
obliquo. . . . That one can construct a similar
argument which would fail to refute the fact-vdue
distinction does not show that this proof fails to
refute it. Indeed it is irrelevant.'

This, of course , is uue. And if all spokesmen
for the opposition were such men of straw it
would be a very easy matter to consign them to
the garbage dump. What is so exuaordinary is
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that, having apparentlv allowed the crucial dis-

tincdon. Searle fails to notice the decisive objec-

rion: that his step from (l), 'Jones uttered the

rr'orcls *I he rebv promise to pay you, Smith, five

dollars' '  rc (2), ' |ones promised to pay Smith

fir'c dollars' is fallacious; unless, that is' we are

supposed, as we are not' to construe (2) as being

por.ly descriptive, as being, as it were' tn oratio

obliqua.
Tt explain Searle's oversight the only philo-

sophicaliy relevant suggestions we can offer are

those indicated in section 2'Yet it really is ex-

tremely hard to believe that he is attributing to

his opponents the assumptions: that all our dis-

.outi. it already divided into elements which are

either purely normative or exclusively descriptive;

and that no legitimate exPression could combine

in its meaning both normative and descriptive

components. For, though such misconceptions

couli conceivably be derived from a wooden and

unsophisticated reading of some of those sen-

tences in the Treatise, such a construction must

at once make a mystery of any claim that atten-

tion to this distinction 'would subvert all the

vulgar systems of moraliry'. This sort of thing

could scarcelv even be thought - as quite clearly

it has been thought by many of the most distin-

guished protagonists of the idea of the Natural-

irai. F"ll".y - if what was at stake really was just a

matter of noticing a division already clearly and

universally obtaining; rather than, as of course it

is, a matter ofinsisting on making discriminadons

where often there is every sort of combination

a n d c o n f t l s i o n . . . .

Notes

Philosophical Qtorterly, 14 (I9 64)'

R M. Hare, Freedom and Reason (C)xford, 1963)'

p. 2. The same author's The I'angunge of Morak

1O*fo.d, Lg52) is another excellent source for the

sophisticated and flexible handling of the idea of

thi Naturalistic Fallacy; and Flare is' of course '

perfectly well aware that the same terms and ex-

pressions may combine both descriptive and nor-

mative meanings - and hence that nornrative

standards are incapsulated in certain uses of suclt

terms.
D. Htrme. Treatise,II I .  i .  I .

Treatise,Ill. ii. 5,'Of thc obligation of promises''

taught, rests on a contra

of fact and evaluations,

like this: 
'The uuth or J

fact is shown bY means

counts as evidence is laic

of the expressions occurt

fact. (For instance, the n
"flat" made Magellan's v

roundness rather than tt

someone who went on c

evidence lvas evidence co

to have made some lingu

that tro nvo PeoPlc can n

and count comPletelY dif

in the end one at least

victed of linguistic ignor

if a man is given good er
Sclusion he cannot just r

clusion on the ground th

this evidence is not evic

tions. however, it is dil

not connected logicall'

ments on which it is b

that a thing is good be

it; and anothcr maY refr

evidence at all., for not

meaning of "good" wl

piece of "evidence" ra

lows drat a moral eccet

conclusions trom quite

cotrld say, for instanc<

mau becattse hc clasPe'

and never turned NN

could also reject some

ply by denYing that hi

a l l .
'The fact abclttt 

"g<

centric still to usc this

morass of Ineaningler

ing" or "Practical" f i t

like evcryone else he <

choose the things he

thost: he cal ls "batl" '

he uses "good" in col

att i tude"; i t  is onlY t l

quite different thingt

goocl. '

There are here two

I
2

a
J
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Moral Beliefs

Philippa Foot

I

To many people it seems that the most notable

advance in moralphilosophy during the past fifty

years or so has been the refutation of naturalism;

and they are a little shocked that at this late date

such an issue should be reopened' It is easy to

understand their attitude: given certain aPpar-
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ently unquestionable assumptions, it would be

about as sensible to try to reintroduce natural-

ism as to try to square the circle . Those who see

it like this have satisfied themselves that they know

in advance that any naturalistic theory must have

a catch in it somewhere, and are put otlt at hav-

ing to waste more tlme exposing an old fallacy'

This paper is an attempt to persuade them to

look critically at the premises on which their ar-

guments are based.

It would not be an exaggeration to say that

the whole of moral philosophy' as it is no'*'widely


